REVITALISING AWABA HOUSE

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT REPORT
SEPTEMBER 2020

Introduction
On Tuesday 20 August 2019, a fire broke
out in Awaba House, leaving only part of
the facade remaining. Almost all of the
remainder of the building was destroyed.
The Awaba House building and surrounds are
listed as of Local Heritage Significance.
To assist in determining appropriate options that
align with community values, Council established
a Community Reference Group (CRG) consisting of
Lake Macquarie residents and those with a genuine
interest in the outcomes of Awaba House and its
surrounds. In addition to seeking feedback from
the CRG, Council also sought feedback from the
wider Lake Macquarie community regarding the
proposed options for the future of Awaba House.
Several concept design options were developed
and considered based on community feedback;
however, Option 2 - an east addition to Awaba
House, was determined to be the most viable
option for the future of Awaba House.
Council undertook multi-faceted engagement
between 28 August and 16 September 2020
for this project to inform and consult with
residents, workers, businesses and visitors
to ensure they had opportunities to provide
feedback. The engagement consisted of
several elements with a survey at its core.
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THE ENGAGEMENT ELEMENTS WERE:

MICROPHONE-ALT
Laptop
Mouse

Media release issued
28 August 2020
Online platform (Shape Lake Mac)
Social media and enewsletters

ad

Paid advertising campaign
with HUNTERHunter

PAPER-PLANE

Direct electronic mailout to
previous consultation participants

User-Friends

Briefing to Awaba House
Revitalisation Community
Reference Group

Consultation snapshot
81,000+

reached via local media

26,963+

reached via Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter and LinkedIn

5000+

reached via Your City Online newsletter

1900+

visits to Council’s online engagement
portal Shape Lake Mac

200

survey responses received
on Council’s online
engagement portal
Shape Lake Mac

91

previous participants
emailed inviting them
to participate in
consultation

Eight

CRG members
briefed
at meeting
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Media
summary
newspaper
BULLHORN

11 items

appeared across local
media outlets (print, TV,
radio and online)
More than

The media release received

Laptop 81 views

on Council’s website
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BULLHORN

26.963

poll

four posts

COMMENT

45+ comments

Heart

2160

60,000 people
reached

MICROPHONE-ALT

Social media
summary

ABC Newcastle
Newcastle Herald
Newcastle and Lake
Macquarie Star
Newcastle Weekly
Newcastle Live
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Tablet-Alt

total reach

across Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn and Instagram

on posts across Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn and Instagram

total engagement
Featured in

three enewsletter
editions – Your City Online
(x2) and Shape Lake Mac

Paid advertising

campaign through HUNTERHunter resulted in:

Shape Lake Mac
summary

BULLHORN

38,280

poll

three posts

across Facebook and
Instagram

file-alt

book

COMMENT

34 comments

Survey

Document
library

Heart

305

Calendar-Alt

Question-circle

Key dates

FAQs

Tablet-Alt

total reach

on posts across Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn and Instagram

total engagement

We continued to use out engagement platform
Shape Lake Mac as our main online engagement
mechanism for this project. The Shape Lake Mac
page consisted of:

Featured in enewsletter reaching

16,000+ subscribers,
resulting in

128 click-throughs
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DATA AND INSIGHTS

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS RECEIVED

The survey asked the community to reflect on
the concept design and the opportunities the
revitalisation would provide for Awaba House
and the adjacent Museum of Art and Culture at
Booragul, and identify how supportive they were of
the proposal.

Of the 203 people who completed the survey, 105 respondents provided comments. These comments
were grouped into eight themes.

Overall, there were 203 responses to this question,
and 179 respondents were either strongly
supportive (108) or supportive (71) of the proposal.
This accounted for 88 per cent of responses.

24
108

203

respondents

strongly supportive

71

supportive
neither

Respondents also had the opportunity to provide
further comments on the proposal, should
they wish. Text analysis identified that of these
comments, 81 per cent are positive, four per cent
neutral and 15 per cent negative.

15
4

positive
neutral

81

6

negative
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THEME

NUMBER OF
COMMENTS

Supportive
Respondents reaffirmed their support for the proposal

39

Design lacked connection with original Awaba House
Several respondents were unsupportive of the overall design, indicating the extension looked out of
place in comparison to the historic look of Awaba House. Many suggested the extension needed more of
an ‘art deco’ look to it or there be stronger separation between buildings.

12

Awaba House facade be restored
Several respondents reaffirmed their desire for Awaba House to be restored, and not demolished

11

Diversity in food offering
Respondents indicated they were supportive of the kiosk and would like to see diversity in the food
offerings on-site (e.g. affordable takeaway and fine dining)

9

Retention of interior elements
Respondents indicated a desire for elements of the interior of Awaba House to retained or featured
within the new building

6

Covered outdoor seating
Respondents highlighted the need for covered outdoor seating to provide protection from the elements

6

Place making and activation
Respondents indicated a need for the design to consider night-time activation and space for outdoor
events such as markets, weddings, music and performances

5

Walking and cycling infrastructure
Respondents suggested additional walking and cycling infrastructure such as a shared pathway along
the foreshore and bike racks as part of the design

3

Impact on views
Respondents raised concerns about whether the views from within the House will be impacted by the
addition to the east

2

Size of the function centre
A small number of respondents highlighted the need for the function space to be large enough to cater
for large format functions
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